Determination of the optimal MRI sequence for the detection of malignant lung nodules.
For staging, follow-up and even screening (www.screening.info) an "all-in-one" imaging examination is desirable. In the concept of whole body MRI, lung imaging prevails as the weakest link. The purpose of our study was to determine the optimal MRI sequences for the detection of malignant lung nodules. On the basis of 6 lung cancer, 46 metastases and one tuberculoma in 13 patients eight MRI sequences--HASTE, IR-HASTE, fat saturated TrueFISP, STIR, VIBEipat = 2, and contrast-enhanced (CE) VIBE (with ipat = 2, 0, 4) performed with parallel imaging and 12 matrix coil elements--were compared in terms of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and quality in the visualization of the lung nodules using multidetector CT as standard of reference. The parameters of the sequences were pragmatically selected to minimize the imaging time to allow for imaging the entire lung within one breathold interval. The STIR sequence was found to be the best for detecting malignant lung nodules (p<0.01) followed by the FS TrueFISP, CE VIBE subsetipat = 0, CE VIBE subsetipat = 2, IR-HASTE, HASTE, CE VIBE subsetipat = 4, and VIBE. The STIR sequence visualized malignant nodules down to 2 mm in size and did not display the 19 mm tuberculoma. The STIR sequence should be included in future studies investigating if MRI can compete with CT in the early identification (detection and classification) of malignant lung nodules.